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USS Review Working Group
Meeting room 4, Wellington Square, 11.30am – 1.00pm
Minutes of the meeting of 25th April 2019
Present: Professor Richard Hobbs (Chair), Mr Charles Alexander, Mr Jaya John John, Mr Julian
Duxfield, Professor Fabian Essler, Mr Lindsay Pearson, Professor Sophie Marnette, Professor Sam
Howison, Mr Charles Harman, Professor Danny Dorling, Professor Tim Jenkinson
In attendance: Prof Anne Trefethen, Mr Russell Powles (Aon), Ms Shaunna–Marie Latchman, Ms
Judith Finch
1. Apologies for absence and welcome
Dr Martine Abboud, Professor Jane Humphries sent their apologies.
The Chair welcomed Professor Tim Jenkinson as the replacement Social Sciences Division
representative and Shaunna–Marie Latchman (S-ML) from PAD to present the communications item
2. Conflicts of interest
There were no new conflicts of interest declared.
3. Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the meeting on 4th March 2019 were agreed.
There were no matter arising not addressed by the main agenda items
4. Council paper on Group’s draft response to UUK on 2018 valuation
Noted by the Group
5. Final University response to UUK on 2018 valuation
The Group noted that there was some short-lived interest on social media in the University’s
response.
6. UUK response to USS on 2108 valuation
The Group noted that there were significant ambiguities within the UUK response to USS and agreed
that it would be helpful in future similar responses for UUK to include a higher level of granularity in
its feedback. For example the numbers of institutions by scale providing different views. Anne
Trefethen (AT) who has joined the Employers Pension Forum (EPF), the UUK sub-group focused on
USS issues, agreed that she would feed this back to UUK at a forthcoming EPF meeting and this
would then be followed up with a letter to the UUK Chief Executive, Alistair Jarvis. A separate note
will be circulated to Group members with a draft of this letter to UUK.
AT noted that the EPF was due to meet before Easter but this meeting had been cancelled.
Julian Duxfield (JD) to circulate a summary of UUK so that the group members are clear about UUK’s
structure and role.
7. USS update 4 April 2019 on 2018 valuation.
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The Group noted that this was the most recent communication available from USS.
It was noted that the delays surrounding the UUK consultation and further delayed USS response
means the timescales continue to slip and securing agreement on the 2018 valuation by 30th June
looks highly unlikely.
It was noted that the USS Trustee is due to meet on meet on 30th April with an EPF meeting due 1st
May.
The Working Group discussed the current situation and the agreed view was:
•

•
•

•

The WG continues to believe that the report of the Joint Expert Panel (JEP), created by the JNC
members of the USS following last year’s impasse over funding of the USS scheme, offers a
balanced compromise between UUK and USS over the necessary judgements applied to the USS
valuations in relation to scheme costs.
Along with many other UUK members, the University continues to support the JEP’s findings as
offering the best way forward for maintaining member benefits and the necessary costs
associated with this.
The WG also notes that prospects for that compromise appear to be receding with USS’s latest
published response to UUK that “it was not immediately clear that UUK’s proposals are fully
aligned with [USS’] principles for contingent support… the Board will reconvene at the end of
April.” We also note the comments that USS has had a series of meeting with the independent
Pensions Regulator and these continue.
This further slip in the original timetable reported by USS brings us closer by default to the
announced further increases in employee and employer contributions in October 2019 and April
2020 planned by USS.

8. Communication issues
S-ML presented an overview of the current communications approaches and feedback from the
recent the communication survey.
It was agreed that SM-L would update communications plan to reflect the comments from the
meeting, including correcting the use of acronyms and/or names of organisations/ groups and
amend the usage of the term ‘direct benefits’ rather than ‘defined benefits’ in the communications
plan. In addition removing the text referring to ‘communication messages’.
Any further comments regarding the communications plan should be sent to
Lucian.Hudson@admin.ox.ac.uk or Shaunna-Marie.Latchman@admin.ox.ac.uk as soon as possible.
S-ML will draft a further e.mail for scheme members that:
-

Provides an update of the ‘story so far’,
provides a link to the appendix from the most recent webinar,
provides a link to the YouTube video of the April webinar,
provides a link to a page that contains the answers to the questions received in the staff survey.

The possibility of a further update communication from the V-C was discussed.
Date of next meeting: 20th May 2019
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Notes of USS WG telephone conference call 13 May 2019
In attendance: Professor Richard Hobbs (Chair), Mr Charles Alexander, Mr Jaya John John,
Mr Julian Duxfield, Professor Fabian Essler, Mr Lindsay Pearson, Professor Sophie
Marnette, Mr Charles Harman
and Prof Anne Trefethen, Ms Jan Killick, Ms Judith Finch (observers, didn’t vote)
The USS Working Group had a call to consider the material from UUK issued on 9 May with
a short timescale to indicate a preferred option to UUK by close of 15 May on the USS
trustee’s options for the 2018 actuarial valuation. It agreed to form an initial view for Council
and it would re-consider the matter at its meeting on 20 May 2019, ahead of the deadline for
formal responses by 30 May 2019.
The Group noted the comments and feedback provided by working group members ahead of
the call.
The Group reiterated its support for the views of the Joint Expert Panel on valuation
assumptions and wished for a period of stability to allow for the second phase of the JEP
work to be concluded and given full consideration.
The Group formed a strong majority view that the new option 3 presented by the USS
trustee was a preferred option as:
•
•
•

it allowed for a period of stability that would enable the JEP phase 2 to make its
recommendations ahead of the 2020 actuarial valuation;
it would not involve the disruption of an employee consultation; and
the financial impact would be less than the other options in the next two years.

It was recognised that there was a risk that the outcome of a 2020 actuarial valuation may
carry a worse financial impact given the movement in gilt yields over recent months. It was
agreed that we should also communicate that our support for Option 3 was to enable time for
full consideration of the existing JEP recommendations (eg re valuations) and planned JEP2
proposals and did not mean the WG agreed with the level of contributions calculated.

Suggested text to go to UUK
The University of Oxford has considered the material from UUK issued on 9 May with a short
timescale to indicate a preferred option to UUK by close of 15 May on the USS trustee’s 3
options for the 2018 actuarial valuation.
The University reiterates its support for the views of the Joint Expert Panel on valuation
assumptions and wished for a period of stability to allow for the second phase of the JEP
work to be concluded and given full consideration. Of the options presented, we believe
option 3 presented by the USS trustee was a preferred option as:
• it allows for a period of stability that would enable the JEP phase 2 to make its
recommendations ahead of the 2020 actuarial valuation;
• it would not involve the disruption of an employee consultation; and
• the financial impact would be less than the other options in the next two years.
The University’s support for Option 3 is to enable time for full consideration of the existing
JEP recommendations and planned JEP2 proposals and does not indicate support for the
levels of contribution calculated.
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From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

Stuart McLean <Stuart.McLean@universitiesuk.ac.uk>
09 May 2019 09:45
USS 2018 actuarial valuation - consultation with USS employers on the options now
presented by the USS Trustee to conclude the 2018 valuation
Letter BG to UUK - 7 May 2019 pword.pdf; Trustee Reply to UUK's TP Consultation
Feedback 2019 FINAL.PDF

To Vice-Chancellors, Principals and Chief Executive contacts
Dear Colleague,
USS 2018 actuarial valuation - consultation with USS employers on the options now presented by the USS Trustee
to conclude the 2018 valuation
Further to my email of 12 April, the USS Trustee has now formally responded to the UUK consultation response in
relation to the USS 2018 actuarial valuation consultation on technical provisions.
In short, the USS Board agreed three alternative contribution structures by which the 2018 valuation could be
completed and which it is now inviting stakeholders to consider.
As such, UUK is engaging with USS employers once again to establish which of the three options is preferred.
Options
The options now available to employers (including a new option 3) are summarised below, but you are encouraged
to carefully consider the attached papers from USS, which set out the rationale and conditions associated with each
option:
1. Upper bookend – 33.7% (23% for employers and 10.7% employees) to apply from April 2020.
2. Lower bookend and a modified (from the UUK/Aon proposal) contingent contributions arrangement initially contributions set at 29.7% (20.4% employer, 9.3% employee), but with three potential 2%
contribution increases should the scheme funding deteriorate, potentially taking the required rate to a
maximum of 35.7%. For the avoidance of doubt, this contingent contribution arrangement is a much firmer
version proposed by the USS trustee, the details of which is set out in the attached USS note, and is not the
version UUK/Aon proposed.
3. An initial contribution rate of 30.7% (21.1% for employers and 9.6% employees) to apply from October
2019. A 2020 valuation would be undertaken and, subject to that and ongoing discussions between
stakeholders, the contribution rate would remain unchanged until 1 October 2021. In event of there being
no agreement on an alternative Schedule of Contributions following the 2020 valuation, a default rate of
34.7% would apply.
Please note that for options 2 and 3, the Board concluded that satisfactory implementation of debt monitoring and
rule changes relating to exiting employers would be required to maintain a strong covenant rating. Please do
provide any comments on the feasibility of these conditions. The precise detail of what these changes are and how
these arrangements will operate is still being considered by the USS trustee with the high-level terms set out in the
enclosed documents. At this stage the trustee is looking for an “in principle” view from employers to work with the
trustee on these measures to strengthen the employer covenant.
Action for employers
1
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You will see in the documents that USS has asked for feedback from employers (through UUK) on their preferred
option ahead of the USS Board meeting on 16 May. UUK appreciates that this is an extremely challenging timeframe
for employers to consider the options and arrange discussions with relevant parties within institutions. As such,
UUK has agreed with USS that formal responses should be submitted to UUK by 30 May.
Nevertheless, it would be extremely helpful for employers to indicate a preferred option to UUK ahead of 16 May
as an initial steer to allow conversations to progress with both USS and UCU. Timely discussions are required to
allow a solution to the 2018 valuation to be agreed ahead of the planned 32.9% October 2019 increases (22.5%
employer and 10.4% employee) coming into effect.
Please carefully consider the USS consultation material attached, together with the material previously provided,
and respond to the consultation on behalf of your institution to pensions@universitiesuk.ac.uk.
Employers are asked to provide responses which represent the view of the institution. Whilst we recognise that this
is a challenging timescale, employers are encouraged to engage with their governing bodies in framing their
responses.
Documents
We have asked Aon, UUK’s actuarial advisers, to provide a short note on the considerations for each of the options
above, which we hope to provide to employers in the next few days.
USS has set out in the attached document the Trustee’s reply to UUK’s feedback and questions on the Consultation
on the 2018 Technical Provisions, including why it considers the UUK/Aon contingent contributions proposal to fall
short against their framework and principles, their justification for deficit recovery contributions, and why some of
the JEP’s recommendations fall outside the trustee’s risk appetite. While the trustee has the requirement to consult
with employers, it does not necessarily have to gain the agreement of employers in relation to the valuation
assumptions and technical provisions. Our immediate priority is to conclude the 2018 valuation as best we can for
all stakeholders, and to mitigate the higher contribution levels established by the trustee as part of the 2017
valuation, which are scheduled for October this year and then higher still in April 2020 (35.6% with 24.2% employer
and 11.4% employee) if no other changes are agreed.
Joint Expert Panel – phase 2
Employers will be aware that the Joint Expert Panel (JEP) is currently undertaking the second part of its work which
looks at the valuation methodology, governance, and options for the long-term sustainability of the scheme;
including possible reform options for the 2020 valuation. There will shortly be a new call for submissions to the
second phase of the JEP work and UUK would strongly encourage employers to share views on these matters with
both UUK and the JEP itself, so these comments can be factored in ahead of the next USS valuation.
If you require any further information or have any questions, please contact me at pensions@universitiesuk.ac.uk.
Best wishes,
Stuart
Stuart McLean FPMI | Head of Pensions | Universities UK
Email: stuart.mclean@universitiesuk.ac.uk | Direct: 020 7419 5491 |
Universities UK, Woburn House, 20 Tavistock Square, London, WC1H 9HQ
Visit our web site: www.universitiesuk.ac.uk
Follow us on Twitter: @UniversitiesUK
Read the UUK Blog: blog.universitiesuk.ac.uk
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Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
Date:
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Prepared for:
Universities UK
Prepared by:
John Coulthard FIA
Kevin Wesbroom FIA
Andrew Claringbold FIA

Completion of 31 March 2018 Actuarial Valuation
The USS Trustee has set out three options to complete the 31 March
2018 actuarial valuation in its documents of 7 May 2019.

Introduction

Options 1 and 2 are based on the “Upper Bookend” and “Lower Bookend”
from the January 2019 consultation. Option 3 is a new option that can be
interpreted as being largely in line with the JEP recommendations. We
welcome this development, although it has come with two additional
requests (in outline, without full details). The USS Trustee seeks
indicative feedback from UUK by 16 May and formal feedback by 31 May.
It seems to propose finalising that valuation at the Upper Bookend shortly
after then, if another option is not supported.
We have been asked by Universities UK (UUK) to set out our thoughts on
the three options, and on the additional requests the USS Trustee is
making for debt management and the rules for departing employers. We
begin with comments on Option 3.

Option 3 – New option

Option 3 requires the following contributions from the valuation date:
Employer (†)

Member (†)

Total

18%

8%

26%

1 April 2019 to
30 September 2019

19.5%

8.8%

28.3%

1 October 2019 (‡) to
30 September 2021

21.1%

9.6%

30.7%

1 October 2021 onwards

23.7%

11%

34.7%

1 April 2018 to
31 March 2019

Notes:
(†) Employer and member figures assume 65:35 cost-sharing adopted to increases from 1 April 2019.
(‡) This assumes the 2018 valuation is completed by the payroll cut-off date of 31 August 2018 (the date
advised by the USS Trustee).

The headline rate of 34.7% from 1 October 2021 is provisional as the
USS Trustee would carry out another valuation at 31 March 2020 under
this option (rather than waiting to 2021), and put new contributions in
place. These new contributions could be higher or lower than 34.7%
based on the facts at the time.
We believe Option 3 is a material movement compared with previous
positions, and we welcome it.

The Aon Centre | The Leadenhall Building | 122 Leadenhall Street | London | EC3V 4AN
t +44 (0) 20 7086 8000 | f +44 (0) 20 7621 1511 | aon.com
Aon Hewitt Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered in England & Wales No. 4396810
Registered office:
The Aon Centre | The Leadenhall Building | 122 Leadenhall Street | London | EC3V 4AN
This report and any enclosures or attachments are prepared on the understanding that it is
solely for the benefit of the addressee(s). We have given permission for this report to be
shared by UUK with the participating employers of the Universities Superannuation
Scheme. Unless we provide express prior written consent no part of this report should be
reproduced, distributed or communicated to anyone else and, in providing this report, we do
not accept or assume any responsibility for any other purpose or to anyone other than UUK.
Copyright © 2019 Aon Hewitt Limited. All rights reserved.
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In our view, the proposed contribution rate of 30.7% is reasonably close to
the JEP recommendation. In saying this, the JEP provided an example
approach with a contribution rate of c.29.2%, and said that: “The Panel
believes that there are a number of different paths that the Trustee could
adopt to reduce the contribution rate to below 30%; the charts above
simply demonstrate one approach.”
Moreover, employers (and members) have benefited in the short-term
from the USS Trustee carrying out a 2018 actuarial valuation rather than
considering the JEP recommendations as part of a 2017 valuation –
which could have led to higher contributions coming into place much
earlier, say from 1 January 2019 for illustrative purposes. If we “average”
the USS Trustee’s proposal over the period 1 January 2019 to 1 October
2021 (when the contribution changes following the 2020 valuation may be
expected to be implemented), then this works out as 29.8% (i.e. three
months of 26%, six months of 28.3%, and two years of 30.7%). So, at
least at an “average” level, the JEP recommendations appear to be met.
That said, we are not clear whether 21.1% from October 2019 will be a
feasible two-year contribution rate for all (or the majority of) employers.
UUK will need of course to consider employer views in the limited time
available.
Additional notes:


30.7% is described as the average contribution over the two years
from 1 October 2019 under Option 2, assuming the USS Trustee's
trigger step up applies at the earliest date possible. This is not
obviously consistent with the USS Trustee’s view that Option 2 cannot
be implemented until around June 2020 at the earliest. The earliest a
trigger contribution could then apply would be around 8 months later
i.e. February 2021. This would lead to an average contribution rate
over two years from 1 October 2019 of 30.4% rather than 30.7%.



We have asked how the 30.7% is split between future service and
deficit contributions, and have been advised that this will be confirmed
after the Trustee Board has considered it. As Option 3 is based on
Option 2, this may suggest a future service rate of 27.6%, along with
a deficit contribution for the first two years of 3.1%. (The deficit
contribution would then step up to an illustrative 7.1% from 1 October
2021, leading to a relatively short recovery plan.) Further commentary
can be provided when more information is available.

Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
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Option 1 – “Upper
Bookend”

Option 1 is the Upper Bookend mentioned in the USS Trustee’s
consultation, and requires the following contributions:
Employer (†)

Member (†)

Total

18%

8%

26%

1 April 2019 to
30 September 2019

19.5%

8.8%

28.3%

1 October 2019 to
30 September 2021

22.5%

10.4%

32.9%

23%

10.7%

33.7%

1 April 2018 to
31 March 2019

1 October 2021 onwards

(†) Note: Employer and member figures assume 65:35 cost-sharing adopted for increases from 1 April
2019.

The USS Trustee has not moved from its initial proposal for the Upper
Bookend, and specifically on its requested 5% deficit contribution (which
relates to a deficit that has more than halved from £7.5Bn at 31 March
2017 to £3.6Bn at 31 March 2018 on the Upper Bookend assumptions).
The USS Trustee’s explanation is one of principle (to reduce short-term
risk). There is no quantitative explanation of what the “trustee risk
appetite” is in the short term, or justification for why 5% is required rather
than any other figure.
The USS Trustee moved to a new discount rate approach at the 2017
actuarial valuation. Rather than expressing the discount rate as a margin
relative to gilt yields, the USS Trustee defined prudence based on a 67th
percentile investment return. When the USS Trustee updated its analysis
for the 2018 valuation, the 67th percentile investment return gave a higher
margin relative to gilt yields, which reduced the deficit. The USS Trustee
views this as potentially creating additional risk, and has sought to
counterbalance the impact of its own assumption update by now
considering deficit contributions relative to a “gilts+” (self-sufficiency)
value of liabilities. The whole approach is in our view unusual.
It would be possible to continue to debate the Upper Bookend, and the
formal consultation on the Recovery Plan provides an opportunity for this.
However – in the spirit of trying to conclude the valuation – for employers
considering the merits of the three options, our guidance is that there is a
limited prospect of the USS Trustee reducing the Upper Bookend of
33.7% by a material amount. The USS Trustee has already considered
initial views from UUK, and it sets contributions under the Rules.
Nevertheless, and in anticipation of potentially similar discussions for the
2020 valuation (or more immediately if employers favour Option 1), we
recommend asking the USS Trustee to justify its choice of deficit
contributions in numerical rather than generic terms. It is difficult for
stakeholders to see if the USS Trustee is being reasonable in relation to
the 5% deficit contributions without this analysis.

Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
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Option 2 – Contingent
Contributions

As Option 2, the USS Trustee has suggested a revised version of the
Aon/UUK proposal.
The USS Trustee believes that Option 2 could not be implemented until
June/July 2020, and that the contributions increases due on October 2019
and April 2020 would therefore apply. The USS Trustee suggests that
Option 1 or Option 3 would be required to avoid these increases.
We set out below the key elements of Option 2 vs the Aon/UUK proposal.
Parameter

Aon/UUK proposal

USS Trustee’s Option 2

Initial
contribution rate

29.2%

29.7%

Chance of
trigger applying

c.30%

c.60% (†)

Three steps of 1%

Three steps of 2%

Contribution
step-ups
Trigger metric

Gilts+ proxy to Technical
Provisions, recalibrated every
year

Gilts+ proxy to Technical
Provisions, with no recalibration

Trigger
threshold

Trigger metric calculated
quarterly based on average of
three month-ends. Needs to be
breached for 2 successive
quarters

Trigger metric calculated daily
averaged over rolling 40
business days (broadly 2
months). Needs to be breached
for 40 successive business days

(†) Note: Figure supplied on 10 May be USS Executive, based on 3-year period from valuation date. It
corresponds to the Technical Provisions deficit exceeding £4Bn on the Lower Bookend assumptions (so
an increase of £1.8Bn to the £2.2Bn deficit at the valuation date on this basis).

The USS Trustee sets out why it believes the Aon / UUK proposal does
not meet its 11 principles. We explained why our proposals met the 11
principles in our 27 February advice. However, the principles are
qualitative, and the USS Trustee’s interpretation is that material changes
would be needed for the proposal to be acceptable.
On a philosophical level, the USS Trustee has said that it did not like the
proposal being based on a defined likelihood of contributions applying.
We were surprised at this comment. Probabilities and trigger threshold
are two sides of same coin (one defines the other, all else being equal).
We believe it is easier to engage employers on the likelihood of a trigger
applying, rather than trying to objectively define a threshold. We also note
that the USS Trustee has not explained why £4Bn (rather than another
figure) is an appropriate level for trigger threshold.
Although there is a possibility of paying lower contributions under this
option compared with Option 3 (as 29.7% would apply for at least 8
months following implementation, and the trigger may never be hit), we
believe that the proposal is unlikely to be acceptable for employers:


The USS Trustee’s proposal has double the chance of requiring
additional contributions, with a c.60% likelihood. Rather than being
“contingent contributions”, the proposal could be characterised as
requiring a higher level of headline contributions, with a low chance
(c.40%) that 29.7% would be sufficient between valuations.



For accounting purposes, employers may need to recognise the
contingent contributions in full on their balance sheets (since they are
paid on a best estimate basis).

Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
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On the Lower Bookend basis, the scheme deficit was £2.2Bn at 31
March 2018. For the trigger threshold to apply, this needs to exceed
£4Bn over the stated period. The chart below shows the month-end
estimates of the deficit, which peaked at £4.5Bn at 31 March 2019. It
would be unusual in our experience to agree contingent contributions
between actuarial valuations that are expected to apply in normal
conditions. The likelihood of the trigger applying may also now be
higher than c.60% since the position is currently worse than at the
valuation date, as illustrated below.

Note: Figure supplied on 10 May be USS Executive. They are approximate and should not be relied on.



The contribution step-ups have also doubled (along with their
probability of applying), to 2%. These are likely to be more difficult for
employers (and members) to manage and plan for. This is attributed
to the proposal in the USS Trustee’s view failing principle 7
(Quantum) which arises (we would suggest) largely because the USS
Trustee did not offer any movement on the Upper Bookend.

Given the effort that went into developing the contingent contribution
proposal (and for employers in considering it) after the USS Trustee had
decided not to set out its own proposal, it is particularly disappointing that
it has been effectively rejected in this manner.
However, it is helpful that the USS Trustee has developed a new option
(i.e. Option 3) which we see as effectively replacing Option 2 as a credible
option. Some employers may also prefer the simplicity of Option 3 and the
additional clarity provided on contributions ahead of the next valuation.

Additional requests –
Debt monitoring
process and Rule
clarification

The USS Trustee has introduced two additional elements to the valuation.
These have been introduced only a few weeks before the legal deadline
of the valuation, and arise from the USS Trustee adviser’s review of
covenant. The USS Trustee regards these as important for Option 2 and
Option 3 to be acceptable. It is not immediately clear why the requests are
not relevant for Option 1 (as e.g. the longer document states that each of
the options is predicated on the covenant remaining strong).

Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
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The USS Trustee requests an indicative view by 16 May. There is a stark
contrast in the six working days UUK has been given to provide an initial
response, with the two months or so that the USS Trustee has had to
consider the Aon/UUK proposal. We set out initial comments on the
additional requests below.
Debt monitoring process
The first element is a debt monitoring process:
“Employers’ debt levels be monitored against a number of metrics with
the Trustee seeking clarification of employer business plans should the
metrics exceed certain levels. This monitoring would be part of an
annual attestation;
Institutions wishing to grant security in the future to lenders (on existing
or new debt) should be required to grant pari passu security to the
trustee; and
Should these measures prove to be inadequate or fail to obtain
employer support consideration would need to be given to additional
measures.”
For the monitoring, many employers may be comfortable providing
information to the USS Trustee provided that the requests are
proportionate and do not lead to unnecessary discussions. Absent details
of what the metrics are or where the trigger levels are set, it is difficult to
comment further.
Institutions are asked to grant pari passu security to the USS Trustee
where they provide security in future to lenders. The covenant adviser’s
concern is that if debt is secured against an employer’s assets, then this
becomes a priority call over the pension scheme, and may erode the
covenant.
Some employers may share this concern, and the proposal would reduce
their exposure to the effects of an individual employer becoming insolvent.
Also, in our experience, unsecured debt is currently the “norm” in the
universities sector.
UUK has asked for employer views on how palatable the request may be.
It will be virtually impossible to achieve a considered view by the USS
Trustee’s Board meeting on 16 May, and until the USS Trustee sets out
its requirements – which presumably will follow this Board meeting if there
is sufficient employer interest in Options 2 or 3.
Rule clarification
The second new element is described as a clarification to the rules:
“PwC has advised that a clarification to the rules which strengthens the
Trustee’s discretionary powers to determine whether an employer can
exit the scheme would support maintaining the current covenant rating.”
At present employers can choose to leave the scheme, but would need to
meet their share of the statutory buy-out deficit (Section 75 deficit). The
resulting cost will be prohibitive for most employers. Potentially the USS
Trustee could already charge a higher exit cost under its contribution rule.
The USS Trustee’s advisers have become concerned that, were another
“strong” employer to leave, then they would downgrade the covenant to
“tending to strong”. We would welcome further details on why this

Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
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conclusion has been reached, for it suggests that the covenant may in
any event be at risk of a downgrade which could have wider implications
for future valuations.
There is no detail yet available on what the request would mean, for
example would employers be charged a defined premium relative to their
statutory section 75 debt, or would the approach be bespoke to each
employer.
Some employers may be comfortable with the proposal – for example as
they are unlikely to wish to pay the buyout deficit (or higher) to leave the
scheme, and to try to preserve the strong covenant rating afforded by the
current mutual structure. Other employers may be concerned about the
proposal. We understand that UUK will take legal advice on the proposal
once details become available.

Closing thoughts

Previously employers had supported the JEP recommendations, which
suggested a short-term fix, followed by JEP Phase 2, followed by a 2020
valuation. Option 3 is in our view reasonably close to this (albeit with a
high headline rate applying from October 2021), and it is for employers to
determine whether it is acceptable and preferable to the other options,
and also whether the resulting contributions are achievable over a twoyear period.
The USS Trustee has introduced two additional requests, and has given
UUK only a few days to test indicative support. The severe time pressure
stems from:


The statutory deadline for the 31 March 2018 valuation of 30 June
2019. Here, we note that the Pensions Regulator’s preference is for
the best outcome to be reached, rather than one agreed under
pressure simply to meet the deadline. (Source: TPR’s 2019 annual funding
statement.)



The proximity of the 1 October 2019 contribution increase. Here, we
note that this could be pushed back a few months through an interim
schedule of contributions. This would require another USS Trustee
submission to the Pensions Regulator, but it is within the USS
Trustee’s gift to do this.

If employers support Option 3 indicatively, then the USS Trustee could
finalise the valuation based on Option 3, and also agree a separate
timetable to discuss the additional requests. In suggesting this, we
observe that the next valuation under Option 3 is only ten months away,
and the USS Trustee has made the additional requests very late in the
formal process. This timetable could be relatively short to give employers
(as well as the USS Trustee) the assurance that the position is resolved
well ahead of the 2020 valuation. We would be pleased to discuss this
further.

Compliance

The advice in this report and the work relating to it complies with
‘Technical Actuarial Standard 100: Principles for Technical Actuarial
Work’ (‘TAS 100’) and 'Technical Actuarial Standard 300: Pensions’ (‘TAS
300’).
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Second call for submissions
The Joint Expert Panel on the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS) is continuing its second
phase of work on the USS valuation.
The first part of our work has focused on the valuation process and its governance. It included a
consideration of the roles and involvement of UCU and UUK in the valuation process so that a
more collaborative process can be adopted for future valuations; the interaction of bodies with a
formal role in the valuation, including the Trustee and JNC; and considering the potential for the
involvement of Scheme members in the valuation process and how more effective engagement
with employers can be achieved.
The Panel issued a call for evidence on these issues in February and which closed in March. We
are very grateful for the responses received which have been considered by the Panel.
The Panel is now focused on the second part of it work. This considers how the long-term
sustainability of the Scheme can be secured. It includes:
1. Developing an approach to future valuations that is clear (and clearly understood by
stakeholders) and which can deliver both a sustainable scheme and a shared set of
principles.
2. An exploration of different paths to the valuation of technical provisions and other aspects
of the valuation methodology, including Test 1.
3. Considering questions of risk sharing, including adopting a different approach to
contributions (which could, in turn address issues of intergenerational fairness and
equality); examining further the question of mutuality and the question of employer
appetite for risk; and the potential for risk sharing.
We are particularly interested in hearing views and evidence on principles that could be adopted
by the stakeholders and that could underpin an approach to future valuations; issues relating to
supporting the long-term sustainability of the scheme; and approaches to the valuation
methodology. You should feel free to respond to all three parts of the call for evidence or any
one part
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Submissions on the above matters or comments for the attention of the Panel are warmly
welcomed and should be sent by 14 June 2019 to submit@jep.org.uk
We look forward to hearing from you.

This entry was posted in News on 10th May 2019 [http://www.ussjep.org.uk/second-call-forsubmissions/] by Admin.
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Universities UK
Universities UK (“UUK”) is the collective voice of 136 universities in England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. Members are the vice-chancellors or principals (executive
heads) of universities in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The UUK Board comprises up to 24 directors and Prof Louise Richardson is a Board
member.
UUK has certain responsibilities under USS rules. – making appointments to the USS
trustee board and the JNC.
USS Trustee director appointments
The USS trustee board consists of between 10 and 12 non-executive members. Currently,
there are 12 non-executive directors. The board will comprise of:
• Four directors appointed by Universities UK;
• Three directors appointed by the University and College Union (UCU) at least one of whom
must be a pensioner member; and
• Between three and five independent directors.
JNC
The joint negotiating committee (JNC) is established under the rules of the scheme and its
constitution, powers and responsibilities are set out in the rules.
The JNC’s purpose is to initiate, consider and/or approve amendments proposed by the USS
trustee to the scheme rules. If, following a valuation, the cost sharing provisions under the
rules are triggered the JNC also has the power to decide on contribution increases or
decreases and/or benefit changes in respect of the scheme. There are also a number of
specific governance decisions that require the JNC’s approval (including the appointment or
removal of independent directors to the trustee board and increases in fees for directors and
certain other committee members, such as those sitting on the advisory and investment
committees).
The JNC comprises five representatives of Universities UK (UUK) and five representatives of
the University and College Union (UCU), together with an independent committee member
who acts as Chair. Sir Andrew Cubie has chaired the committee since 1 September 2008.
Employers Pensions Forum
The Employers Pensions Forum (EPF) was established by GuildHE, the Universities and
Colleges Employers Association (UCEA) and Universities UK (UUK) in 2007 as a broad
based forum for HEIs to discuss current and longer term pensions issues and to develop a
strategy that will enable the HE sector to continue to offer staff access to high quality
pensions schemes as an important part of the total remuneration package.
Membership of the Forum consists of representatives drawn from Vice-Chancellors, Finance
Directors, HR Directors, Registrars and Chairs of Governing bodies, all with considerable
experience in this area.
The EPF has two sub committees:
USS Group which focuses on the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS) of which the
majority of individual members can be found working in pre-92 HEIs.
Local Government and Teachers' Schemes Group which focuses on the various
Teachers’ Pension Schemes and the Local Government Pension Schemes (LGPS)
operating around the UK which are mainly offered to staff working in post-92 HEIs.
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